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BENGHAZI
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Clashes reported leading
to displacement of several
households within baladiya.

Military
activity
reported in Sabri
and Souq Al
Hout.

ASHSHWAYRIF

2

Reports of armed groups
intercepting migrants on
the road between Sebha
and Ashshwayrif.

SEBHA

1

Heavy fighting reported in Sebha (muhalla of Al
Manshiya) between 4 and 6 May. Displacement
of 100 households was reported, of whom 30
were reported to have returned as of 9 May.
See Page 2 for more details.

The Event Tracker is part of IOM Libya’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) programme. DTM is a suite of tools that provide a comprehensive
articulation of Libya’s human mobility patterns. The Event Tracker is a biweekly tool collecting and triangulating information on the whole
of Libya on any incidents related to IDPs, returnees and migrants, especially in regards to large population movements updates on border
closures and new routes. For more information visit www.globaldtm.info/libya.

Disclaimer: DTM’s Event Tracker is sourced through DTM staff and partners and is triangulated with data collected through
DTM’s Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking components. All data reported in the Event Tracker is considered as reported and
is validated in all final reports published by Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking.
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SEBHA
Fighting broke out on Thursday May 4th between Awlad Suleiman and Al Mahamid tribes in the
muhalla of Manshiya in Sebha, at Street 40 and Camp 80. Heavy weaponry and artillery are reported
to have hit urban areas. Shelling affected Al Kurda buildings.
Wounded individuals of al Mahamid tribe were reported as unable to access the 2 March hospital.
20 deaths and many more injuries have been reported.Approximately 100 households were displaced
to El Kahira muhalla.
Approximately 500 migrants from Nigeria, Niger and Ghana were also displaced due to the clashes.
3 migrants were reported killed (2 from Nigeria, 1 from Niger).
Access remains limited. Conflict de-escalation has been reported since the 6th May 2017 with 30
households having returned to their homes.
Priority IDP needs reported were shelter, NFIs, food, and security.
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SEBHA - ASHSHWAYRIF
Armed groups are reported as present on the road between Sebha and Ashshwayrif intercepting
migrants travelling to the West. Migrants are reported as remaining in Sebha.
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BENGHAZI

Heavy fighting was reported between the LNA and the Benghazi Shura Council on Monday 8 May,
from Souq al Hout to Al Sabri areas. There were reported air strikes followed by ground battle.
Two injuries were reported in Al Salmani due to a shelling. To date, no displacement has been
reported as the area is a closed off military zone.
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AL AJAYLAT

On Thursday (04/05) conflict in Al Ajaylat was reported, resulting in the displacement of an unspecified
number households to neighbouring muhallas within the same baladiya. The conflict has reportedly
ended.
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